I. Introduction: Big Tech Is Out to Get Conservatives.

Time and again, Big Tech uses its power to suppress and marginalize conservative voices.\(^1\) Evidence of both underlying bias and arbitrary censorship continues to mount, and these tendencies are shaping corporate policies and their implementation. Bias guides how companies censor certain speakers and content. And bias can inform decisions at the core of major tech companies and their offerings, such as what information or accounts to promote or downgrade; whether and how to use “blacklists”; what products to carry; and what customers or advertisers to work with.

Bias and censorship in Big Tech come as no surprise given the left-leaning corporate cultures of technology companies and Silicon Valley overall.\(^2\) The cultural and political slant is also evident from how Silicon Valley rejects its own when they associate with or voice what are traditionally considered Republican or conservative views.\(^3\)

Bias and censorship are also no surprise given the increasing power of America’s cancel culture. When there is conflict over contentious issues, the trend is to silence and suppress disfavored views rather than address reasonable arguments head on—the approach that best enriches America’s civic discourse.\(^4\) Instead and increasingly, it seems to be the case that when
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4. See generally supra n.1.
Americans “[w]rite what [they] think online . . . [they] will be silenced by the big tech companies.”

Acting on bias and engaging in lopsided censorship are problematic because of how cancel culture conflicts with underlying American values—values that also animate the First Amendment’s protection against government censorship. At the end of the day, whether the censor is government or Big Tech,

You don’t have free speech when only one side is allowed to talk. You don’t have freedom when one side can be “canceled” for disagreeing with the other. In today’s world, opposing views aren’t challenged or debated, they’re censored . . . .

This type of viewpoint discrimination is especially problematic when companies hold themselves out as fair-minded and politically neutral.

Concerns and considerations like these could be overlooked if tech companies were small, weak, or marginal. But Big Tech companies are large, powerful, and pivotal for much that occurs in America’s economic and civic marketplaces. This includes the marketplace of ideas. The majority of Americans use some form of social media, often to obtain news. Likewise, today’s public figures use Big Tech products and platforms to communicate directly with millions of Americans. If there was any doubt about Big Tech’s outsized role in American civic discourse, the prominence of recent news about how social media will approach election-related messages and advertising dispel that doubt. Big Tech companies also act as important distribution channels for products and information outside of social media—such as when Google Search returns internet search results, or when Amazon opts to reject certain books and
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advertisements but publish others. And Big Tech is sophisticated, with numerous tools for censorship—some of which are difficult to detect when used.\textsuperscript{12}

These concerns might also have less weight if Big Tech companies were more straightforward about acknowledging bias where it exists and arbitrary censorship when it occurs. Americans already expect certain positions and views from various types of editors and publishers, large and small. They act accordingly. Whether reading the New York Times or The Federalist, or watching CNN or Fox News, Americans generally grasp the premises and worldviews that inform what they hear, see, and read. But when it comes to companies like Twitter, Google, Facebook, or Amazon, consumers have had far less clarity for far too long.

Jeffersonizing values essential to America’s civic tradition should cause bipartisan concern. All Americans should view suppression of free speech and lopsided censorship by apparently-neutral actors as dangerous.\textsuperscript{13} Democrats have repeatedly dismissed these concerns. But summary dismissal cannot change facts, nor does simply labeling censorship a “conspiracy theory” make it so. Likewise, that Republicans use social media well—and that their content often generates high user-engagement—does not erase bias or instances of one-sided censorship. And ignoring this issue does not diminish the threat that it may eventually pose to some Democrats, as well.\textsuperscript{14} As Republicans continue investigating these topics, both parties should take these concerns seriously.

\textsuperscript{12} See, e.g., Peter Hasson, Blacklist Valley: How Big Tech reshapes politics by censoring conservative ideas, WASH. EXAMINER (Jan. 30, 2020) (opinion) ("The discussion about tech platforms and political bias often (and understandably) centers on what is or isn’t allowed on Google, YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter, but the other half of the picture is what is and isn’t prioritized on a platform. Broadly speaking, tech companies censor users and content in two ways. The first, which we’ll call ‘hard censorship,’ is pretty straightforward: deleting content or suspending users. The second method, which we’ll call ‘soft censorship,’ involves tech companies making content harder to find. Hard censorship is tearing down a roadside billboard; soft censorship is making the billboard difficult to see by erecting other billboards in front of it. Soft censorship by tech companies can be just as effective as hard censorship. Studies show that people rarely click past the first page of Google or YouTube results. Even fewer click past the second or third page. So, pushing a link off the first page (or two or three) of Google is nearly the same as censorship. Even in some cases, it may eventually pose to some Democrats, as well."

\textsuperscript{13} See Online Platforms and Market Power, Part 6: Examining the Dominance of Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google, Hearing before the Subcomm. on Antitrust, Commercial, and Admin. Law of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 116th Cong. (2020) (Ranking Member F. James Sensenbrenner) ("[C]ompanies like Facebook, Google’s YouTube, and Twitter have become the public square of today, where political debate unfolds in real-time. But reports that dissenting views—often conservative views—are targeted or censored is seriously troubling. Conservatives are consumers too, and they need the protection of the antitrust laws. The power to influence debate carries with it remarkable responsibilities.").

\textsuperscript{14} See, e.g., Rod Dreher, Google Blacklists Conservative Websites, THE AMERICAN CONSERVATIVE (July 21, 2020) (blog) ("Well, here we are today. Nine out of ten people on the planet who use Internet search use Google—and today, these people can’t find this blog or other conservative blogs and websites using Google. This is a foreshadowing of the cancelling to come. If you are on the Left, but take a position contrary to the kind of technoprogressivism and globalism favored by Google and others in Silicon Valley, you’re going to be next.").
Regardless of whether Democrats acknowledge this problem, Big Tech must be held accountable. The analysis that follows is intended to help Congress and the American people further explore the extent of Big Tech’s bias and lopsided censorship. The House and Senate are currently weighing whether to amend section 230 of the Communications Decency Act to hold Big Tech accountable. As it stands now, section 230 provides broad protections, shielding platforms from liability and accountability for content-moderation decisions. Just last week, a dozen Republicans on the House Judiciary Committee introduced legislation to substantially amend section 230. The Republican views contained in this document should inform the debate over this area of law, and broader discussions of issues Congress should consider regarding digital markets.

Lastly, those fed up with bias and capricious censorship—and recalling the Obama-Biden Administration’s cozy relationship with Big Tech—should not overlook the efforts of the Trump Administration both to address bias and take action through traditional antitrust investigations. But executive-branch action is not enough. In light of the evidence below, Congress should take measures that help to address undue censorship when it occurs.

II. Big Tech Companies Are Biased Against Conservatives, Have Censored Conservatives, and Have Discriminated Against Conservative Views in the Past.

Ten years ago, some might have argued with the idea that Big Tech companies are politically biased in ways that lead to unfair treatment of Americans of a particular political ideology. As Americans enter October 2020, however, the evidence of bias is clear. Even in recent months, Big Tech companies have shown Americans more examples of politically-motivated bias and censorship. The examples below are not exhaustive, but they reveal a troubling pattern of Silicon Valley engaging in ideological discrimination.
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These examples are not intended to establish that Big Tech companies always act on bias. But what these anecdotes suggest provides more than enough cause for concern. And, regardless of one’s belief in discrimination against conservatives, there is ample reason to view Big Tech companies as exerting censorship and editorial decisions that warrant amending law.

A. Twitter

Any discussion of bias in Big Tech is incomplete without discussing Twitter. Yet, Democrats denied Republicans—and the American people—the opportunity to hear from Twitter at a hearing of the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial, and Administrative Law in July 2020. The House Judiciary Committee Republicans are continuing to investigate Twitter’s bias against conservatives, and Senate Republicans have made similar inquiries. Concerns about how Twitter approaches certain speakers and content are more than justified. They stem from a growing list of examples where Twitter has censored conservatives—up to and including the President of the United States—or otherwise suppressed positions associated with some conservatives and Republicans.

Censoring Members of Congress. Perhaps the most prominent example of Twitter’s mistreatment of certain views and speakers occurred in summer 2018. In July, Twitter temporarily “shadow-banned” prominent Republicans. These Republicans included Ranking Member Jim Jordan, Representative Matt Gaetz, Representative Devin Nunes, and former-Representative Mark Meadows. Twitter also shadow-banned Ronna McDaniel, the chair of the
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18 See, e.g., Letter from Jim Jordan Ranking, Member, H. Comm. on the Judiciary, and F. James Sensenbrenner, Ranking Member, Subcomm. on Antitrust, Commercial, and Administrative Law of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary to Mr. Jack Dorsey, CEO of Twitter (July 8, 2020) (detailing instances of censorship of conservatives and Republicans on Twitter; explaining how Twitter’s approach suggests that “Twitter is not moderating user content in a viewpoint-neutral manner”).

19 See, e.g., Tristan Justice, Twitter’s Absence Loomed Large In Big Tech Hearing, THE FEDERALIST (July 30, 2020) (“As Republicans made well-founded allegations of high-profile suppression of conservative speech on the internet, Twitter, a platform that has emerged as a primary culprit in online censorship, wasn’t there for questioning even as the social media company has ramped up its untrustworthy fact-checking.”), https://thefederalist.com/2020/07/30/tweeters-absence-loomed-large-in-big-tech-hearing/; see also Letter from Jim Jordan Ranking, Member, H. Comm. on the Judiciary to Jerrold Nadler, Chairman, H. Comm. on the Judiciary (July 22, 2020).

20 Letter from Jim Jordan, Ranking Member, H. Comm. on the Judiciary, and F. James Sensenbrenner, Ranking Member, Subcomm. on Antitrust, Commercial, and Administrative Law of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary to Mr. Jack Dorsey, CEO, Twitter (July 8, 2020).

21 See, e.g., Letter from Sen. Mike Lee, Chairman, Subcomm. on Antitrust, Competition Policy and Consumer Rights at the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, to Mr. Jack Dorsey, Mr. Sundar Pichai, Mr. Mark Zuckerberg, and Mr. Anthony Casalena (July 30, 2020), https://www.lee.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/89d2dcb8-3d2c-4fe2-a6c5-d309f1cecb54/big-tech.pdf; see also, Art Raymond, Lee says social media honchos are ‘heavy-handed monopolists’ and calls for answers on content moderation issues, DESERET NEWS (July 31, 2019), https://www.deseret.com/utah/2020/7/31/21349461/senator-mike-lee-censorship-breitbart-google-facebook-twitter-squarespace-antitrust-monopoly.


23 See, e.g., Eliza Collins, Report: Prominent Republicans see their influence limited on Twitter, Democrats don’t, USA TODAY (July 25, 2018) (“An analysis by Vice News found that some of Trump’s closest allies don’t
Republican National Committee. Yet, Twitter did not ban a single Member of the 78-person Progressive Caucus, or Ronna McDaniel’s counterpart, Democratic Party chair Tom Perez. Responding to these events, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey wrote at the time: “It suffices to say we have a lot more work to do to earn people’s trust on how we work.” What Dorsey wrote in 2018 still rings true today—especially given recent news about Twitter’s ongoing use of blacklists.

As another example of Twitter’s bias, Twitter censored the campaign account of Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and accounts of other conservatives after they posted videos of protestors calling for violence outside of Senator McConnell’s home. Twitter claimed it applied relevant policies against calls for violence regardless of the speaker. Yet, in the words of Senator McConnell’s campaign manager: “Twitter will allow the words ‘Massacre Mitch’ to trend nationally on their platform. But [Twitter] locks our account for posting actual threats against us.” The following day, national Republican groups announced their decision to boycott further paid advertising on Twitter until it stopped censorship. The company ultimately backed immediately show up when you type in their names in Twitter’s search box. Influential Democrats did not appear to have the same problem.”), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/07/25/report-some-gopers-shadow-banned-twitter/836734002/.

24 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id.
28 Allum Bokhari, Purported Internal Screenshots Reveal Twitter Has a ‘Search Blacklist’ and ‘Trends Blacklist’, BREITBART NEWS (July 16, 2020) (“If the tags are applied to users to suppress their content and keep their tweets from appearing, or appearing prominently in trends and search, it would appear to be yet another contradiction of the company’s longstanding claim that it does not ‘shadowban’—or covertly suppress—its users. However, in a comment, a Twitter spokesman said ‘we’ve always been clear that not all tweets or accounts can appear in trends or search.’”), https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2020/07/16/purported-internal-screenshots-reveal-twitter-has-a-search-blacklist-and-trends-blacklist/; Andy Kessler, Tech CEOs Deserve an Apology, WALL ST. J. (July 26, 2020) (opinion) (explaining “hackers last week accessed the accounts of Joe Biden, Elon Musk, Barack Obama and others, and released screenshots showing a ‘secret admin panel.’ Twitter hasn’t denied the images were real and quickly took them down. The panel has buttons for ‘Trends Blacklist’ and ‘Search Blacklist’—the definition of shadow banning.”), https://www.wsj.com/articles/tech-ceos-deserve-an-apology-11595796522?st=wvdt4ag3peirn6m&reflink=article_email_share.
30 Id.
31 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
32 Emily Birnbaum, Republican groups halt Twitter spending after McConnell account locked, THE HILL (Aug. 8, 2019) (“From unnecessary censorship to suppression of conservative content, Twitter has shown an incredible amount of bias against Republicans,’ RNC chief of staff Richard Walters said in a statement to The Hill. ‘Any future ad money we were planning to spend on the site has been halted until Twitter adequately addresses its biases and assures conservatives that we are on a level playing field with the rest of the users on the site.””), https://thehill.com/policy/technology/456694-senate-republican-campaign-arm-says-it-will-stop-twitter-spending-over; id. ("According to Twitter’s ad archives, the [National Republican Congressional Committee’s] account has
down. But this example raises concern about Twitter’s power over other Americans who might be subject to similar treatment but unable to effectively fight back.

Just this summer, Twitter tried to suppress and “cancel” Senator Tom Cotton, again revealing bias and lopsided censorship. Senator Cotton recently described Twitter’s “ultimatum: delete the [offending] tweet or Twitter would permanently lock [the] account. [Twitter] gave [Cotton] only 30 minutes to comply.” The offending phrase? “No quarter for insurrectionists, anarchists, rioters, and looters.” But,

This was apparently too much for the professional umbrage-takers on Twitter. In high dudgeon, they exclaimed that “no quarter” once meant that a military force would take no prisoners, but instead shoot them.

But Democratic presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg and The New York Times have used this phrase, and it is frequently used—along with other military terms—in politics. Twitter’s behavior here is troubling and revealing. Senator Cotton described Twitter’s systemic cultural bias, and the ramifications it should have:

Twitter began as an open platform committed to the free exchange of ideas; over time, it increasingly has taken upon itself the role of politically correct censor of thought-crime by elected officials and ordinary citizens alike. Not surprisingly, the censorship falls overwhelmingly on conservatives.

Though Twitter purports to police only threats of violence, the company won’t even cooperate with law enforcement investigating death threats against me and other legislators. And the orthodoxy starts at the top: CEO Jack Dorsey reportedly unfollowed the Twitter account of The New York Times Opinion section after it published my op-ed.

The censorship, the hypocrisy and the arbitrary action are reasons why Twitter and other social-media platforms face so much scrutiny today. Many legislators want to limit or eliminate their liability protections under Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act. The companies also face potential antitrust actions by the Department of Justice and state attorneys general.

spent over $100,000 on advertising, while McConnell’s campaign account spent around $7,500. Before the boycott, the RNC and Trump campaign had planned to spend $300,000 to $500,000 in the month of August alone.”)

35 Id.
36 Id.
37 See id.
These social-media companies have improved the lives of Americans in many ways. But they should not be surprised public opinion is turning against them when they act as censors and moral scolds to millions of Americans. Nor should they expect to find many people rushing to their defense. In fact, to coin a phrase, those of us in their crosshairs might say: No quarter for Big Tech censorship.  

Censoring Pro-Life Views. Twitter has also censored conservative speech, specifically speech against abortion. As now-Senator Marsha Blackburn described in 2018, Twitter temporarily censored one of her paid political advertisements in which she presented her opposition to abortion. Twitter prohibited the Blackburn campaign from promoting a video with pro-life language that opposed “the sale of baby body parts,” deeming the language “inflammatory.” But—at least to some—inflammatory language is exactly what is needed to urge others to protect the lives of unborn children. Senator Blackburn is now part of “the Republican-led fight to change internet regulations” and she and other Members of Congress have said that “Twitter should not be censoring the political speech of Americans.” Twitter also censored pro-life language, including that of the Susan B. Anthony (SBA) List, on other occasions. Pro-abortion groups appear not to have received similar treatment.

Censoring the President. Some of the most recent, prominent examples of Twitter’s censorship relate to its suppression of President Donald Trump’s messages to the American
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38 Id.
40 Erik Schelzig, Twitter shuts down Blackburn campaign announcement video, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Oct. 9, 2017) (“Blackburn, who is running for the seat being opened by the retirement of Tennessee Sen. Bob Corker, boasts in the ad that she ‘stopped the sale of baby body parts.’ A Twitter representative told the candidate’s vendors on Monday that the statement was ‘deemed an inflammatory statement that is likely to evoke a strong negative reaction . . . .’”), https://apnews.com/0d8828bd7d204b40af61172628d0a7f6.
43 Mike Brest, Twitter flags Trump campaign and Matt Gaetz for anti-abortion content on eve of March for Life, WASH. EXAMINER (Jan. 24, 2020) (‘A Twitter representative confirmed to the Washington Examiner that both posts were accidentally flagged and that the error has been corrected.’), https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/twitter-flags-trump-campaign-and-matt-gaetz-for-anti-abortion-content-on-eve-of-march-for-life; see also Here’s How Twitter is Censoring Our Pro-Life Message, SUSAN B. ANTHONY LIST (Oct. 25, 2017) (“‘No advertiser is permitted to use the phrase ‘killing babies’. That’s what Twitter told us when they censored one of our videos.’”), https://www.sba-list.org/suzy-b-blog/heres-twitter-censoring-pro-life-message; see also Stifling Free Speech: Technological Censorship and the Public Discourse, Hearing before the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Senate Judiciary Committee, 116th Cong. (2019) (Testimony of the Hon. Marilyn Musgrave, Vice President of Gov. Affairs, Susan B. Anthony List).
people. So far in 2020, Twitter has censored a number of the President’s posts on its platform. For example, on May 26, 2020, Twitter “fact-checked” President Trump’s tweets about mail-in ballots. Twitter placed a label reading “Get the facts about mail-in ballots” and provided a link to related information. According to Twitter’s spokesperson, the tweets “contain potentially misleading information about voting processes and have been labeled to provide additional context around mail-in ballots.” But Twitter’s “fact check” was misleading, and “raised questions about Twitter’s ability to serve as an independent service to fact check statements by Mr. Trump or other political figures on its service.” In addition, the Twitter-curated information repeated a decided liberal perspective relating to election crimes and potential administrative error surrounding mail-in ballots.

Twitter has censored some of the President’s other statements relating to the potential perils of voting by mail, as well. Twitter’s approach should trouble Americans, given that the backdrop for this topic is the larger dialogue in America about the safety and security of voting procedures during the pandemic. Many Republicans rightly fear that Democrats are seeking to rig the election by relying heavily on mail-in ballots, which do not have the same safeguards as in-person voting. Against this backdrop, Twitter’s decisions to censor the President’s messages are not neutral—they suggest the President’s views are illegitimate in ways that are likely to help Democrats.

49 Id. (explaining “Twitter’s fact check of Mr. Trump’s tweet appeared to contain its own misleading statement, however, stating that ‘mail-in ballots are already used in some states, including Oregon, Utah and Nebraska.’ That statement appears to conflate automatic all-mail voting with absentee ballots in regards to at least one state). 50 Id.
51 See Letter from Jim Jordan Ranking, Member, H. Comm. on the Judiciary, and F. James Sensenbrenner, Ranking Member, Subcomm. on Antitrust, Commercial, and Administrative Law of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary to Mr. Jack Dorsey, CEO of Twitter (July 8, 2020).
53 See Republican Staff Report, How Democrats Are Attempting to Sow Uncertainty, Inaccuracy, and Delay in the 2020 Election, H. Comm. on the Judiciary & H. Comm. on Oversight & Reform 1 (Sept. 23, 2020) (explaining “some Democrat-run states have belatedly changed election administration procedures and moved to all-mail balloting—meaning that as many as 44 million total ballots will be mass-mailed to registered voters with no assurance the ballots reach the right person. This expansive and late shift to all-mail voting will create conditions ripe for election crime, errors, inaccuracy, and delay.”), https://republicans-judiciary.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-09-23-How-Democrats-Are-Attempting-to-Sow-Uncertainty-Inaccuracy-and-Delay-in-the-2020-Election.pdf.
Twitter has also censored President Trump’s messaging about the importance of maintaining order and the rule of law during recent rioting and looting in Democrat-run cities. During discussion of an “autonomous” zone in Washington, D.C., akin to the Seattle autonomous zone, Twitter censored the President’s statement promising to enforce the rule of law in the nation’s capital. The President said:

There will never be an “Autonomous Zone” in Washington, D.C., as long as I’m your President. If they try they will be met with serious force!

Twitter labeled this Tweet as violating its policy prohibiting abusive behavior and specifically “the presence of a threat of harm against an identifiable group.” But in times of unrest, the President’s message reflects important considerations relating to maintaining and enforcing the rule of law as appropriate and in the face of anarchical violence, violence that many Democrats are unwilling to acknowledge or stand up against. In the words of the White House Press Secretary:

Let’s be clear about what just happened. Twitter labeled it “abusive behavior” for the President of the United States to say that he will enforce the law. Twitter says it is “abusive” to prevent rioters from forcibly seizing territory to set up a lawless zone in our capital.

While Twitter has been active in suppressing a Republican President’s political views relating to issues of national importance during a chaotic time, it has appeared less willing to censor voices on Twitter that actually incite hate and encourage genocide—like the current leadership of Iran. For example, on July 21, 2020, the Ayatollah Khamenei wrote on Twitter: “The Islamic Republic of Iran will never forget the martyrdom of Hajj Qasem Soleimani and will definitely strike a reciprocal blow to the US.” On another occasion, he called Israel

57 Letter from Jim Jordan Ranking, Member, H. Comm. on the Judiciary, and F. James Sensenbrenner, Ranking Member, Subcomm. on Antitrust, Commercial, and Administrative Law of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary to Mr. Jack Dorsey, CEO of Twitter (July 8, 2020).
58 Kayleigh McEnany (@PressSec), Twitter (June 23, 2020), https://twitter.com/PressSec/status/1275546706336116736.
“cancerous” and said it would be “undoubtedly uprooted and destroyed.” On both occasions, Twitter took no action on the tweets.

Twitter has defended its approach to some of the Ayatollah Khamenei’s statements by saying “that when political leaders’ tweets are about ‘comments on political issues of the day’ or ‘foreign policy saber-rattling on military and economic issues,’ they are ‘generally not in violation of our Twitter rules.’” But Twitter has specific policies against hateful conduct and statements that “threaten violence against . . . a group of people.” A tweet advocating for the destruction of Israel cannot reasonably be considered “foreign policy saber-rattling”—it is instead more accurately called hateful and threatening conduct. Twitter appears to have a double-standard in enforcing its rules. As Ranking Member Jordan framed it at the Subcommittee’s July 29 hearing:

So you can threaten the citizens of this great country, the leader of the largest state sponsor of terrorism, that’s just fine. But, oh, the President says he’s not going to allow some autonomous zone in D.C., and he gets censored.

Twitter has also censored President Trump for statements relating to the COVID-19 pandemic. The tech company censored videos of licensed medical professionals offering their views on COVID-19 that the President shared. By taking this step, Twitter elevated its own views on public health and what health authorities the American people should trust, rather than
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60 See, e.g., Audrey Conklin, Twitter defends not blocking Iran leader's tweets after blocking Trump's, FOX BUSINESS (July 30, 2020) (“Khamenei’s tweets call Israel ‘cancerous,’ saying it will be ‘undoubtedly uprooted and destroyed,’ and say Iran will ‘support and assist any group anywhere who opposes and fights the Zionist regime.’”), https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/twitter-iran-leader-tweets-defense; Rina Raphael, Why won’t Twitter suspend Iran’s Supreme Leader after threatening tweet?, FAST COMPANY (June 5, 2018), https://www.fastcompany.com/40581489/why-this-threatening-tweet-by-the-iranian-supreme-leader-doesnt-violate-twenters-rules.


64 Richard Grennell, @Richard Grennell, https://twitter.com/RichardGrennell/status/1288453779747151873, TWITTER (July 29, 2020) (“This should be something the US media reports. Wow.”; posting footage of a Twitter representative attempting to explain the discrepancy between how Twitter treats President Trump’s messages versus those of Ayatollah Khamenei).


66 Rebecca Shabad, Twitter removes tweet highlighted by Trump falsely claiming COVID-19 ‘cure’: It is the social media platform’s latest action against the president, NBC NEWS (July 28, 2020), https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/twitter-removes-tweet-highlighted-trump-falsely-claiming-covid-cure-n1235075.

permitting citizens to decide. Twitter has engaged in other censorship in relation to COVID-19.\textsuperscript{68} There can be legitimate differences of opinion among medical professionals about COVID-19. But rather than provide a forum for these differing opinions to be discussed freely, Twitter took it upon itself to act as the arbiter of what information was appropriate and what information was not.

Twitter’s censorship of President Trump reached a point such that, in May, several Members of Congress—including former Ranking Member Collins and Representative Biggs—put forward a resolution disapproving of Twitter’s “partisan and politically motivated content moderation.”\textsuperscript{69}

\textbf{Censoring Everyday Americans.} Twitter’s censorship of prominent Republicans and other well-known conservatives is troubling. And it appears that Twitter can and has censored individuals who are less prominent with more impunity.\textsuperscript{70} When Twitter blocks an account, a national boycott or op-ed may not be the typical result; most users are unable to publicize censorship in ways that would force Twitter, or other Big Tech companies, to reconsider their biased approach. Politicians and others have drawn attention to how Twitter has censored certain conservative speakers.\textsuperscript{71} But there may be thousands more that Big Tech can effectively silence with no repercussions.\textsuperscript{72} Congress should act to address the limits on speech created by Twitter’s bias and censorship.

\textsuperscript{68}See, e.g., Deepa Seetharaman, \textit{Facebook, Twitter Take Down Video of Trump Saying Children ‘Almost Immune’ From Covid-19}, \textit{WALL ST. J.} (Aug. 5, 2020) (“The President was stating a fact that children are less susceptible to the coronavirus,” said Trump campaign spokeswoman Courtney Parella. ‘Another day, another display of Silicon Valley’s flagrant bias against this President, where the rules are only enforced in one direction. Social media companies are not the arbiters of truth.”), https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-twitter-take-down-video-of-trump-saying-children-almost-immune-from-covid-19-11596674533; cf. Paige Leskin, \textit{Trump is retweeting complaints of censorship after Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter take down hydroxychloroquine video}, \textit{BUSINESS INSIDER} (July 28, 2020) (“Twitter temporarily limited some features Tuesday for Donald Trump Jr.’s Twitter account, in addition to deleting his tweet containing the Breitbart video. The company took similar actions later Tuesday against Kelli Ward, the chairwoman of the Arizona Republican Party, after she shared a clip on Twitter from the same video.”), https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-censorship-claims-twitter-youtube-facebook-hydroxychloroquine-doctors-video-removed-2020-7.


\textsuperscript{71}See Sen. Josh Hawley, @HawleyMO, \textit{TWITTER} (Nov. 27, 2018), (“Twitter recently banned a Marine vet & conservative pundit, Jesse Kelly, without explanation. This follows Twitter’s ban of Canadian feminist Megan Murphy for her speech. @jack told Congress Twitter doesn’t target political speech. Is that true?”), https://twitter.com/HawleyMO/status/1067483745261895681; Joe Concha, \textit{Conservative pundit Jesse Kelly’s Twitter ban sparks outrage: ‘New low’}, \textit{THE HILL} (Nov. 26, 2018), https://thehill.com/homenews/media/418186-conservative-pundit-jesse-kellys-twitter-ban-sparks-outrage-new-low.

B. Google and YouTube

Google and YouTube manage information and control content in ways that have suppressed or discriminated against some conservative and Republican speakers and views. This censorship is troubling because of how Americans rely on Google and YouTube for information. Yet a number of examples confirm both Google’s involvement in various types of censorship and suggest that strong bias operates behind the scenes.

An initial example illustrates Google’s power over the internet and content moderation. That power has come into focus in weeks leading up to the 2020 election with reports that Google may be “blacklisting” disfavored websites to prevent them from appearing in Google search results. According to one account:

Google appeared to test its ability to blacklist conservative media Tuesday from its monopolized search engine which garners at least 3.5 billion online searches every day making up 94 percent of the internet’s search share. Websites targeted, according to NewsBusters which itself was temporarily de-platformed, included the Washington Free Beacon, The Blaze, Townhall, The Daily Wire, PragerU, LifeNews, Project Veritas, Judicial Watch, The Resurgent, Breitbart, the Media Research Center, and CNSNews among others.

Other authors and media outlets have aired similar concerns. Google denied that this episode was intentional, and some left-leaning publications also became unavailable. But the fact that Google’s infrastructure or operations permit this type of conduct is disconcerting. And the fact that, in this rare instance, the event appeared to affect both conservative and some liberal publications helps illustrate why censorship should be of bipartisan concern.
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73 Google’s parent, Alphabet, also owns Youtube. Alejandro Alba, A list—from A to Z—of all the companies, brands Google’s Alphabet currently owns, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (Aug. 11, 2015), https://www.nydailynews.com/news/world/z-list-brands-companies-google-alphabet-owns-article-1.2321981.


76 Id.

77 See, e.g., Rod Dreher, Google Blacklists Conservative Websites, THE AMERICAN CONSERVATIVE (July 21, 2020) (blog) (“Well, here we are today. Nine out of ten people on the planet who use Internet search use Google — and today, these people can’t find this blog or other conservative blogs and websites using Google. This is a foreshadowing of the cancelling to come. . . . We on the Right — especially religious people — have to prepare ourselves for life as dissidents under soft totalitarianism.”), https://www.theamericanconservative.com/dreher/google-blacklists-conservative-websites/; cf. Allum Bokhari, Election Interference: Google Purges Breitbart from Search Results, BREITBART NEWS (July 28, 2020), https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2020/07/28/election-interference-google-purges-breitbart-from-search-results/.

78 Paul Best, Google says 'technical error' responsible for some news sites' homepages not showing up in search results, FOX BUSINESS (July 21, 2020), https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/google-says-technical-error-responsible-for-some-news-sites-homepages-not-showing-up-in-search-results.
This episode follows consistent prior reports of Google’s anti-conservative bias\(^79\) and its willingness to censor and affect politics behind the scenes—especially when it comes to the Trump Administration.\(^80\) Discussions internal to Google after the 2016 election validate Republican concerns that Google’s employees are willing to use their power to affect politics:

According to leaked video from Google’s first all-hands meeting following the 2016 election, one top Google executive told employees that they must “work so hard” to ensure that the populist movement that helped to propel President Trump to the White House was nothing more than a “blip” in history. That same executive suggested during the meeting that it is “incredibly valuable” that “Google is a trusted source of information.”\(^81\)

Google’s statement in response to this video was that employees’ statements in that particular meeting reflected individual employees’ personal opinions, not how Google operates or whether its decisions are biased.\(^82\) But Google’s statement provides little comfort, given how individual employees “can push for revisions in specific search results” in some instances, and are actively involved in curating information the public sees.\(^83\)

---

\(^79\) See, e.g., Henry Fernandez, Google engineer speaks out on the tech giant’s anti-conservative bias, FOX BUSINESS (May 29, 2019), https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/google-engineer-speaks-out-on-the-tech-giants-anti-conservative-bias; Kay James, I wanted to help Google make AI more responsible. Instead I was treated with hostility., WASH. POST (Apr. 9, 2019) (opinion) (“Some Google employees were so alarmed by the prospect of a conservative invading their playground that they started a petition to have me removed from the panel. It gained more than 2,500 signatures. But the Google employees didn’t just attempt to remove me; they greeted the news of my appointment to the council with name-calling and character assassination. They called me anti-immigrant and anti-LGBTQ and a bigot. That was an odd one, because I’m a 69-year-old black woman who grew up fighting segregation.”), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/i-wanted-to-help-google-make-ai-more-responsible-instead-i-was-treated-with-hostility/2019/04/09/cafd1fb6-5b07-11e9-842d-7d3ed7eb3957_story.html.


\(^82\) Id.

Since then, Google personnel have made other statements behind the scenes\textsuperscript{84} that raise similar questions about Google’s willingness to influence politics\textsuperscript{85} and its willingness to consider lopsided censorship.\textsuperscript{86} The picture that has slowly emerged explains why, in 2020, Republicans remain skeptical about Google’s integrity and its approach.

Just as reports of bias behind the scenes justify skepticism now, allegations about Google’s censorship have increased weight because of how what Google says publicly about its products and approach differs from what actually occurs behind the scenes.\textsuperscript{87} This is cause for bipartisan concern. For instance, according to a \textit{Wall Street Journal} investigation in 2019

\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Why Silicon Valley is doing all it can to help the Biden-Harris ticket}, TUCKER CARLSON TONIGHT (Sept. 4, 2020) (transcript) (“Last year, a new video emerged. This video showed a woman . . . who works in the Artificial Intelligence Unit at Google confessing to trying to manipulate the 2020 election, the one underway now. [She] said, quote, ‘We all got screwed over in 2016. So we’re rapidly been like, what happened there? And how do we prevent it from happening again?’ Once again, she is speaking about the results of a free and fair democratic election that Google, the most powerful company in the world didn’t like, so they’re trying to make sure it never happens again.’”), https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/tucker-why-silicon-valley-is-doing-all-it-can-to-help-the-biden-harris-ticket.


\textsuperscript{86} Peter Hasson, EXCLUSIVE: Google Employees Debated Burying Conservative Media In Search, THE DAILY CALLER (Nov. 29, 2018) (describing internal discussion for and against censorship; “‘Let’s make sure that we reverse things in four years,’ one engineer wrote in a thread that included a Google vice president.”; “Google employees similarly sought to manipulate search results to combat Trump’s travel ban”), https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/29/google-censorship-conservative-media/; Brian Flood, \textit{Google staffers discussed burying conservative news outlets, but tech giant claims talks didn’t amount to anything}, FOX NEWS (Nov. 30, 2018), https://www.foxnews.com/tech/google-staffers-considered-burying-conservative-news-outlets-but-tech-giant-claims-it-never-happened.

\textsuperscript{87} See, e.g., Kirsten Grind \textit{et al.}, \textit{How Google Interferes With Its Search Algorithms and Changes Your Results: The internet giant uses blacklists, algorithm tweaks and an army of contractors to shape what you see}, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 15, 2019) (“Google executives have said repeatedly—in private meetings with outside groups and in congressional testimony—that the algorithms are objective and essentially autonomous, unsullied by human biases or business considerations. The company states in a Google blog, ‘We do not use human curation to collect or arrange the results on a page.’ It says it can’t divulge details about how the algorithms work because the company is involved in a long-running and high-stakes battle with those who want to profit by gaming the system. \textit{But that message often clashes with what happens behind the scenes. Over time, Google has increasingly re-engineered and interfered with search results to a far greater degree than the company and its executives have acknowledged, a Wall Street Journal investigation has found.” (emphasis added)), https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-google-interferes-with-its-search-algorithms-and-changes-your-results-11573823753.
involving over 100 interviews, “[d]espite publicly denying doing so, Google keeps blacklists to remove certain sites or prevent others from surfacing in certain types of results.”

The investigation described a process that reflects more employee involvement than one might expect based on Google’s public image and prior statements. For example, at Google, “[e]mployees can push for revisions in specific search results, including on topics such as vaccinations and autism.”

Human involvement amplifies the possibility that employee bias, even if not part of Google’s official corporate policy, affects some of what Google provides to the public. As another example:

In auto-complete, the feature that predicts search terms as the user types a query, Google’s engineers have created algorithms and blacklists to weed out more-incendiary suggestions for controversial subjects, such as abortion or immigration, in effect filtering out inflammatory results on high-profile topics.

Yet, immigration and abortion are two of the most important and contentious issues in public policy, not to mention the 2020 election. Google’s censorship will limit important and legitimate views on these topics—topics on which many Republicans have strong beliefs. Relatedly, Google’s approach to Search also returns results different than other search engines in some cases. In one analysis that searched for the term “abortion” across several search engines, links to the pro-abortion group Planned Parenthood came up much more often in Google than in other engines. And Google has also reportedly taken other steps that suggest biased treatment of certain views.

In addition to Google Search, Google’s censorship extends to how it treats certain advertisements and advertisers. For example, the Claremont Institute apparently experienced Google’s heavy-handed censorship when trying to place a straightforward advertisement for an anniversary dinner. As recounted:

---

88 Id. (also explaining that “[t]hese moves are separate from those that block sites as required by U.S. or foreign law, such as those featuring child abuse or with copyright infringement, and from changes designed to demote spam sites, which attempt to game the system to appear higher in results”).
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91 Id. ("The Journal tested the term ‘abortion’ in organic search results over 17 days in July and August. Thirty-nine percent of all results on the first page had the hostname www.plannedparenthood.org, the site of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, the nonprofit, abortion-rights organization. By comparison, 14% of Bing’s first page of search results and 16% of DuckDuckGo’s first page of results were from Planned Parenthood.").

92 Cf. Letter from Senators Kelly Loeffler & Tom Cotton to the Hon. William Barr, U.S. Attorney General (July 23, 2020) ("A source from Google has also revealed that Google uses ‘blacklists’ and these lists are used to block conservative media from showing up in ‘featured snippets.’ These sites are further limited from showing up in search placements as Google considers them ‘fringe domains.’ Even where a user searches for an exact headline of an article that appears on a blacklisted website, they still may not find it.” (citations omitted)), https://www.scribd.com/document/470171115/DOJ-Google-5b1-5d#fullscreen&from_embed; see also Eric Lieberman, Google’s New Fact-Check Feature Almost Exclusively Targets Conservative Sites, THE DAILY CALLER (Jan. 9, 2018), https://dailycaller.com/2018/01/09/googles-new-fact-check-feature-almost-exclusively-targets-conservative-sites/.
On our American Mind website, the Claremont Institute recently launched a campaign to engage citizens in debate about what it means to be an American. We are warning about the danger to the republic posed by multiculturalism, identity politics and politically correct speech restrictions. Google decided that our writings violated the company’s policy on “race and ethnicity in personalized advertising” and prevented us from advertising to our own readers about our 40th-anniversary gala dinner . . . We spent hours on the phone with Google only to be told there would be no appeal and that the only remedy would be to remove the content . . . Then, after we raised the issue publicly, Google’s Washington office contacted us, told us it was a mistake, and restored our advertising rights. We appreciate their responsiveness and professionalism. But the company’s explanation raises far more questions than it answers . . .

The flip-side of Google’s treatment of advertisers is how Google (and YouTube\textsuperscript{94}) can also “demonetize” certain publishers by threatening to or actually cutting off those publishers’ access to advertising revenue. For example, Google’s decisions recently jeopardized The Federalist’s funding. After readers’ comments on The Federalist’s website allegedly violated Google’s policies, Google threatened to demonetize The Federalist.\textsuperscript{95} In response, The Federalist turned off the comment sections for its articles, and Google ultimately took no action.\textsuperscript{96} However, Google appears to have unfairly singled out a conservative news outlet,\textsuperscript{97} based on

\begin{itemize}
\item Ryan Williams, \textit{Our Brush With Google Censorship: The Claremont Institute criticized the orthodoxies of multiculturalism. The company banned our ads}, \textit{Wall St. J.} (May 7, 2019) (opinion) (asking why “Google’s censorship ‘mistakes’ always seem to cut against conservative speech?”), https://www.wsj.com/articles/our-brush-with-google-censorship-11557268757?mod=article_inline; \textit{see also} David Marcus, \textit{Google Ban On Claremont Institute Ad Is Another Black Eye For Big Tech}, \textit{The Federalist} (May 7, 2019) (“Although Google’s reaction to Claremont is a particularly outrageous example of anti-conservative bias, it is far from an outlier.”); and, “If this is happening to Claremont, then it is almost certainly happening to individuals and groups that cannot muster the support Claremont could to address the situation.”}, https://thefederalist.com/2019/05/07/google-ban-claremont-institute-ad-another-black-eye-big-tech/.
\item Id.
\item See Letter from Sen. Ted Cruz to Mr. Sundar Pichai, CEO, Google (June 17, 2020) (“Google’s decision to target \textit{The Federalist} is transparently politically motivated. Numerous ‘progressive’ media outlets allow comments, including, \textit{Huffington Post}, \textit{Mother Jones}, \textit{Daily Kos}, \textit{Talking Points Memo}, \textit{Wonkette}, \textit{Slate}, \textit{Jezebel}, \textit{The Root}, \textit{Salon}, \textit{The Intercept}, \textit{The Young Turks}, and many others. I don’t know what the objectionable comments were that individual users might have posted on \textit{The Federalist}, but any objective review would no doubt demonstrate at least as many profane, racist, or indefensible user comments on these other sites that would equally violate Google’s alleged standards. *** But one need not look that far. On any given day, there are thousands of profane, racist, and indefensible comments posted on YouTube, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Google. *** Google’s actions yesterday were antithetical to American values.”), https://www.cruz.senate.gov/files/documents/Letters/2020.06.17%20Letter%20to%20Google%20re%20The%20Federalist%20-%20SFV.pdf.
\end{itemize}
initial prompting from left-leaning media. Google’s treatment of The Federalist also raises the possibility that Google may be inconsistent in relation to monitoring content on its own websites—which also can have inflammatory content in their comments sections.

Other examples further suggest Google’s biased approach. For instance, in 2019 Google temporarily labeled a pro-life film as “propaganda.” The film focused on the former director of a Planned Parenthood clinic who later began working as a pro-life activist. According to a Google spokesperson, Google “analyzed web content on [the movie]” and “a large volume of it described the film as propaganda,” which led to the label in the first place.

Alphabet’s video-sharing platform YouTube has also engaged in censorship and suppression. For instance, this spring, YouTube announced a policy of censoring certain content that conflicted with recommendations from the World Health Organization (WHO). YouTube’s change coincided with heated controversy over and strong criticism of the WHO by President Trump and other Republicans for the WHO’s failures to stop the spread of COVID-19 from the People’s Republic of China.

YouTube has suppressed Republican speakers in other contexts. For example, YouTube put certain videos from a conservative organization into a restricted mode, both stripping them of advertising and preventing them from being viewed in certain school and library computers. Some of the clips had titles like “Why Isn’t Communism as Hated as

99 See id.
101 Id.
102 Id.
103 See, e.g., Press Release, Sen. Rand Paul, Sen. Rand Paul Blasts YouTube for Censorship After Floor Speech is Removed (Feb. 13, 2020) (“It is a chilling and disturbing day in America when giant web companies such as YouTube decide to censor speech. Now, even protected speech, such as that of a senator on the Senate floor, can be blocked from getting to the American people. This is dangerous and politically biased. . . . Apparently, YouTube has taken it upon itself to decide what questions can even be asked in the public debate, including on the Senate floor.”).
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“Facebook fully automated the feature in August 2016 to eliminate potential human pressure from Republicans including Sen. John Thune (R-SD).” According to Google, it “restricted five-minute, animated videos . . . not because of any alleged distaste for free-market or socially conservative principles, but due to its thematic content.” After losing before the trial court, the plaintiff appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. During oral argument, a judge on the Ninth Circuit said the facts alleged made it seem “deeply disturbing” that YouTube censored the plaintiff’s videos. And regardless of what one thinks of this particular incident, it does present serious concerns for those considering Big Tech’s approach to censorship.

Taking together, these examples of Google’s and YouTube’s actions suggest bias against conservative speakers and censorship of conservative viewpoints. But “canceling” a speaker or view does not prove a position false. Instead, and

[a]s George R. R. Martin has put it, “When you tear out a man’s tongue, you are not proving him a liar, you’re only telling the world that you fear what he might say.” . . . Americans of all stripes must speak out against the bullying tactics of those who stand against free speech and the values this country was built on—while they still can.

C. Facebook

For years—and again in part due to events surrounding the 2016 election—Republicans raised concerns about Facebook’s treatment of conservatives and their views. As a general matter, Facebook’s significant reach and corresponding power amplify the effect and consequences of content-moderation activity. Facebook’s power makes the possibility of anti-

---
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conservative bias all the more troubling. Past instances of bias justify continued scrutiny, especially as the country heads toward November’s election.

Facebook conducted its own investigation related to accusations of bias against conservatives. The investigation was led by former Senator Jon Kyl, and resulted in an interim report. Senator Kyl identified a number of concerns that third-parties had about Facebook, which made several changes as a result. Nevertheless, former Senator Kyl wrote last summer:

[T]hese are complicated issues, some of which involve conflicting opinions even among conservatives. For that reason, restoring trust fully may remain an elusive goal. Conservatives no doubt will, and should, continue to press Facebook to address the concerns that arose in our survey.

It is unclear whether or when Facebook plans to release a final report or additional information. Meanwhile, Facebook’s influence, as well as some of its recent actions, provide Americans and Congress with good reason to continue their scrutiny.

For example, Facebook recently censored some of President Trump’s comments and political advertisements. After the President made comments related to perils of voting by mail, Facebook said it would

remove any videos supporting the president’s suggestion, as well as any videos without captions or context. Those who share the video criticizing the suggestion or noting that voting twice is illegal will be left on the platform . . .

However, contrary to Facebook’s editorial decision, the President was taking part in the ongoing national dialogue about the integrity of the mail-in voting system and the ramifications of public policies related to voting. Facebook’s censorship arguably hindered full evaluation and critique

---


117 See, e.g., Letter from Senators Josh Hawley, Ted Cruz, Mike Braun, and Kevin Cramer to Mr. Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook (Sept. 11, 2019) (noting “[y]et again, Facebook’s pattern of censorship has reared its ugly head,” and “[y]our company, like Twitter, Google, Pinterest, and so many other major Silicon Valley social media firms, has been repeatedly confronted with evidence of bias against those with conservative viewpoints, especially on the issue of abortion”), https://www.hawley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/2019-09/2019-09-11_Hawley-Cruz-Cramer-Braun-Letter-Facebook-Live-Action.pdf.
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of the broader topic about which many Republicans have concerns. And now, even when Facebook keeps posts available, Facebook may still undermine a speaker’s statements or editorialize about the statements with labels or related tools.\(^\text{123}\)

More generally, Facebook’s approach to posts with voting information led it to flag and label a recent Republican staff report from the House Committee on the Judiciary and Committee on Oversight and Reform. Titled *How Democrats Are Attempting to Sow Uncertainty, Inaccuracy, and Delay in the 2020 Election*,\(^\text{124}\) the report explains, among other things, that:

some Democrat-run states have belatedly changed election administration procedures and moved to all-mail balloting—meaning that as many as 44 million total ballots will be mass-mailed to registered voters with no assurance the ballots reach the right person. This expansive and late shift to all-mail voting will create conditions ripe for election crime, errors, inaccuracy, and delay.

This report is official work product from the Republican staff of two Congressional Committees. Facebook flagged the Judiciary Committee Republicans’ post about the report, and linked to a website that Facebook describes as containing “official election resources.”\(^\text{125}\) But some of what Facebook says on that page reflects a biased perspective.\(^\text{126}\) That reasonable minds may differ about mail-in ballots, and the prudence of wholesale changes to state voting systems in the weeks before a national election, is not the point. Rather, the concern is that the content Facebook presents as “official” is not always neutral. Instead it amplifies certain points of view and undermines others.

Facebook also recently censored political advertisements associated with President Trump. An advertisement that condemned dangerous mobs and sought support for the President’s opposition to Antifa displayed a symbol that Antifa sometimes uses.\(^\text{127}\) Although the advertisement conveyed the President’s *opposition* to Antifa, Facebook still removed it as

---


\(^{125}\) Compare *Facebook Voting Information Center*, FACEBOOK, https://www.facebook.com/votinginformationcenter/ (last visited Sept. 30, 2020) (claiming “voting by mail [has] a long history of trustworthiness in the US”), with Republican Staff Report, *How Democrats Are Attempting to Sow Uncertainty, Inaccuracy, and Delay in the 2020 Election, H. Comm. on the Judiciary & H. Comm. on Oversight & Reform 1* (Sept. 23, 2020) (“As Democrats seek an increased reliance on mail-in ballots in 2020, the risks for weaponizing and abusing mail-in voting will only increase. Simply put, all-mail voting around the country in 2020 will only exacerbate confusion, distrust, inaccuracy, and delay with the election results.”).

violating Facebook’s policy on organized hate.\textsuperscript{128} How Facebook interacts with political advertisements can have significant consequences, especially given how much political spending occurs on Facebook’s platform. The Trump campaign spent $18 million on Facebook advertisements between January and mid-June of this year alone.\textsuperscript{129}

The President is not the only conservative or Republican voice that Facebook has censored.\textsuperscript{130} Facebook’s Instagram has censored certain Republicans such as Donald Trump Jr.\textsuperscript{131} And when the White House press secretary posted a picture of a political candidate’s bar registration card, Instagram temporarily removed it.\textsuperscript{132} Facebook has also allegedly censored content concerning traditionally-conservative views—including pro-life views.\textsuperscript{133} More broadly, Facebook’s general approach to content moderation has led some to question the system overall. A prominent fitness company temporarily left Facebook after Facebook temporarily shut down one of its user groups—with over 1.6 million users—without explanation.\textsuperscript{134}

Like other Big Tech companies, Facebook’s approach to content moderation seems to be of a piece with Facebook’s internal culture. Anecdotal evidence indicates that Facebook

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{128} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{129} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{131} See, e.g., Donald Trump Jr., \textit{If Big Tech Can Censor Me, Think What It Can Do to You}, REAL CLEAR POLITICS (Feb. 22, 2019) (opinion), https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2019/02/22/if_big_tech_can_censor_me_think_what_it_can_do_to_you_139555.html.
  \item \textsuperscript{133} See, e.g., James Freeman, \textit{The ‘Mistake’ Facebook Keeps Making}, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 2, 2018) (opinion) (“Facebook says it accidentally silenced a pro-life organization’s advertising on the social network. But the pro-life group says this alleged accident has been happening over and over again. *** Also happening again is the spectacle of a Silicon Valley social media giant, which is happy to tell advertisers how efficiently and precisely it can deliver marketing messages, explaining that somehow it still can’t figure out how to allow the transmission of a political ad from a longtime participant in the national debate.”), https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-mistake-facebook-keeps-making-1541181468.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
employees, like others in Big Tech, tend to have little tolerance for certain views and aspects of the Republican party.\textsuperscript{135} According to a recent article about a former Facebook employee, for example:

[The employee], it turns out, was put on leave, then fired, according to people familiar with the matter. More recently, he has told people the reason was his support for Donald Trump and the furor that his political beliefs sparked within Facebook and Silicon Valley, some of those people say. Internal Facebook emails suggest the matter was discussed at the highest levels of the company. In the fall of 2016, as unhappiness over the donation simmered, Facebook executives including Mr. Zuckerberg pressured Mr. Luckey to publicly voice support for libertarian candidate Gary Johnson, despite Mr. Luckey’s years-long support of Mr. Trump, according to people familiar with the conversations and internal emails viewed by \textit{The Wall Street Journal}.\textsuperscript{136}

Over the years, these narratives combined with examples of censorship add up. As Senator Ted Cruz has rightly noted, “While such stories abound, it is virtually unheard of to see any ads or pages from liberal groups like Planned Parenthood, Moveon.org, or Democratic candidates being targeted for removal.”\textsuperscript{137} Facebook’s censorship and editorial decisions—past and present—deserve further scrutiny, and Congress should act.

D. Amazon

Although Amazon’s business model differs in many ways from that of Twitter, Google or YouTube, and Facebook, it too has exhibited the mistreatment of conservatives in some of its corporate activities and policies.

One example of how Amazon has revealed its bias is its approach to AmazonSmile. The AmazonSmile program enables Amazon customers to donate 0.5\% of the price of certain purchases to eligible non-profit organizations.\textsuperscript{138} Amazon relies in part on the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) to determine which non-profits are eligible to participate in AmazonSmile.\textsuperscript{139} For years, however, the SPLC has received criticism for its business practices,
internal culture, and approach to identifying and publicizing certain “hate groups.” One author called the SPLC’s “hate map”—which designates various groups the SPLC considers to be extremist—“an outright fraud” and “a willful deception designed to scare older liberals into writing checks to the SPLC.” In particular, the SPLC has baselessly labeled some conservative charitable organizations “hate groups,” alongside actual extremist organizations such as neo-Nazis and the Ku Klux Klan.

Amazon’s reliance on the SPLC means that Amazon takes a biased approach to determining whether certain non-profits can participate in AmazonSmile. For example, Amazon offers its customers the opportunity to donate to pro-abortion Planned Parenthood, but not to certain conservative groups like the Alliance Defending Freedom or Family Research Council. Amazon actively prevents such conservative groups from participating because of how the SPLC has labeled these organizations as “hate groups.” The exclusion of these conservative groups from Amazon’s heavily-trafficked digital platform leads to less exposure for these groups and fewer opportunities for donations. Amazon’s reliance on the SPLC as a barometer to determine the eligibility of charitable organizations on AmazonSmile serves to
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143 See, e.g., Kyle Ziemnick, A selective smile at Amazon, WORLD (Aug. 27, 2020), https://world.wng.org/content/a_selective_smile_at_amazon.
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discriminate against conservative views.\footnote{See generally Kay James, \textit{Amazon doubles down on excluding some conservative nonprofits from customer donations}, \textit{The Wash. Times} (June 15, 2020).} and Members of this Committee are continuing to investigate Amazon’s relationship to the SPLC.\footnote{Letter from Representatives Jim Jordan, F. James Sensenbrenner, Ken Buck, Mike Johnson, Matt Gaetz, Louie Gohmert, Doug Collins, Andy Biggs, Tom McClintock, Debbie Lesko, Guy Reschenthaler, Ben Cline, Kelly Armstrong, Gregory Steube, Thomas Tiffany, H. Comm. on the Judiciary, to Mr. Jeff Bezos, CEO, Amazon (Aug. 24, 2020).}

Some of Amazon’s decisions relating to advertising have shown similar bias and censorship. For example, Abigail Shrier, the author of \textit{Irreversible Damage: The Transgender Craze Seducing Our Daughters}, and Regnery Publishing claimed that Amazon kept Regnery from running an advertisement to support the book.\footnote{Abigail Shrier, \textit{Amazon Enforces ‘Trans’ Orthodoxy: The company won’t allow a publisher’s ads for my skeptical book}, \textit{Wall St. J.} (June 22, 2020) (opinion), https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-enforces-trans-orthodoxy-11592865818; Regnery Publishing (@Regnery), \textit{Twitter}, (June 21, 2020) (“Our full statement: The cancel culture has made it clear that it despises diversity of opinion, and it will not tolerate science, data, facts, or anything that contradicts the approved narrative. If you’re not on board, you’ll have your head handed to you. If you go on Amazon right now and search ‘transgender books,’ you will find paid advertisements from major publishing houses promoting books on the side of this issue Amazon apparently agrees with. But if you’re a college fbball coach who wears a conservative tshirt, an editor at the @nytimes who runs an opinion piece by a Rep senator, or a respected journalist who writes for @WSJ investigating a serious social issue affecting young women in America, you will be silenced”), https://twitter.com/Regnery/status/1274557435231866881.} Amazon’s treatment of Shrier reflects viewpoint discrimination in Big Tech when certain perspectives run counter to what is politically correct.\footnote{Id.} In other instances, it is harder to determine exactly why Amazon has made certain decisions—even though such decisions still suggest bias. In 2020, Amazon allegedly removed a pro-life video from Amazon Prime.\footnote{Jordan Davidson, \textit{Producer: Pro-Life Documentary Removed From Amazon Prime Without Warning}, \textit{The Federalist} (Aug. 5, 2020), https://thefederalist.com/2020/08/05/producer-pro-life-documentary-removed-from-amazon-prime-without-warning/.} According to the director, Amazon said the film was removed because “this title does not meet our customer content quality expectations” and because Amazon received “customer feedback.”\footnote{Id.} However, the producer claimed that the film received broad support and a number of high ratings.\footnote{Id.}

Some of Amazon’s publishing decisions related to COVID-19 also raise concern because they suggest Amazon may be inclined to suppress views that could inform public policy related to the coronavirus.\footnote{Jeffrey A. Trachtenberg, \textit{Covid-19 Skepticism Puts Author Alex Berenson at Center of Amazon Controversy}, \textit{Wall St. J.} (June 5, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-19-skepticism-puts-alex-berenson-at-center-of-amazon-controversy-11591391956.} Kindle Direct Publishing refused to publish a book called “Unreported Truths About Covid-19 and Lockdowns,” which “argues that estimates about the deadliness of the disease have been overstated and that lockdowns have been counterproductive.”\footnote{Id.} Amazon later said that the book was rejected “in error.”\footnote{Id.} But Amazon appears to have made a similar
mistake with another e-book addressing COVID-19.\textsuperscript{157} The author claimed that Amazon told him it was “referring customers to ‘official sources’ for health information about the virus.”\textsuperscript{158} The author claimed that Amazon relented after Congressional staff made inquiries.\textsuperscript{159} Like actions taken by Google’s YouTube, detailed above, these steps reflect willingness to censor views that run counter to certain liberal orthodoxies today.

Though Amazon has limited social media offerings, it does provide a video-streaming service. Amazon recently censored President Trump’s account on this service.\textsuperscript{160} Amazon announced President Trump’s account would be banned due to remarks he made at political rallies.\textsuperscript{161} The “alleged hateful actions in question involved Trump’s anecdote about a ‘tough hombre’ breaking into a woman’s house, and no law enforcement coming to help.”\textsuperscript{162} The President offered this anecdote during discussion of Democrats’ calls to defund or eliminate police departments.\textsuperscript{163} Amazon also attempted to justify its censorship based on the President’s years-old comments “about drugs and rapists coming over the border.”\textsuperscript{164} This ban was temporary,\textsuperscript{165} but still reflects the systemic bias, censorship, and cancel culture that animates Big Tech companies.

III. Conclusion: Congress Must Hold Big Tech Accountable.

Taken together, the actions of Twitter, Google and YouTube, Facebook, and Amazon suggest a consistent level of bias and patterns of capricious censorship in Silicon Valley. And these companies are not the only offenders. For example, the social media company Snap stopped promoting President Trump’s account, citing statements he had made.\textsuperscript{166} There is other evidence, too,\textsuperscript{167} and additional examples of censorship beyond those this report describes:

Tens of thousands of Americans have reported, among other troubling behaviors, online platforms “flagging” content as inappropriate, even though it does not
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\textsuperscript{159} Id.


\textsuperscript{161} Id.
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This should trouble all Americans. At the end of the day, the same values that undergird the First Amendment are pivotal to American citizens’ continued freedoms and healthy civic discourse. Content moderation is a significant challenge for Big Tech and warrants the continued scrutiny of policymakers and the American people.

As a threshold matter, rigorous enforcement is in order against any antitrust violation by Big Tech companies. It is no secret that Big Tech companies are currently subject to extensive investigation at the federal and state levels. In fact, some antitrust investigations by the Trump Administration and states appear to be nearing their final stages, and a case against Google appears to be imminent. The darlings of Silicon Valley deserve no quarter when they violate our time-honored laws designed to protect the competitive process, spur innovation, and benefit consumers.

Congress must take more direct and powerful measures to address censorship in Big Tech. One important option is reconfiguring liability protections that currently shield Big Tech from accountability for content-moderation decisions. While Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act has been an important factor in the development and progress of the internet and related technologies, nearly 25 years of experience and evidence indicates the time is ripe for lawmakers to rethink this statute. Congress is currently considering a number of proposals that would amend Section 230. These proposals merit serious consideration because they would directly shape the incentives for and ramifications of some of the most important decisions that Big Tech companies make about how to approach content.

---


During this investigation, Democrats have rejected opportunities to explore concerns about bias, censorship, and cancel culture. But ignoring or scoffing at evidence does not erase it. Congress should take immediate steps to preserve robust freedoms of speech and expression. Whether it occurs at Twitter, Google, YouTube, Facebook, Amazon, or elsewhere in Silicon Valley, lopsided censorship threatens civic discourse and undermines American values and freedoms. It must be addressed.